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This paper was written to investigate the feasibility of using samp-
ling methods fn conducting physical inventory at Navy supply activities.
Its scope is limited to those items which are not specifically designated
for inventory on a specified basis "by the various inventory managers.
Many items in Navy inventory are handled on a transaction basis; others
are inventoried more often than annually due to peculiar item character-
istics. These items have been excluded from the scope of this paper.
Therefore, only those items which have characteristics other than specified
by the inventory managers, and which will allow them to "take a back seat"
in the scheme of management's plan, are considered covered by the paper.
The writer acknowledges the personnel attached to the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts who assisted in the preparation of this paper, and
with deep gratitude the advice and guidance of Doctor Harold F. Bright,
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CURRENT NAVY POLICY RELATING TO PHYSICAL INVENTORY
Level of Policy Determination
Navy policy pertaining to the taking of physical inventory of
materials held by Naval activities is the responsibility of the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy. 1 This basic policy vas received in the form of a
directive from the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Supply and Logistics.
Initially, the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Supply and
Logistics, stated:
Each military service shall maintain accounting for each item of
supply shoving the composition of inventories on a quantitative and
monetary basis with respect to condition and purpose for which
held ...
Additionally, this directive stated:
As a general rule, all items held in stock shall be physically
inventoried not less frequently than once a year. Exceptions to
this rule will be permitted to allow for less frequent physical
inventorying of certain types of items; i.e., relatively slow-moving,
non-perishable, low monetary value, and other types of items where
storage conditions or lack of movement insure adequate physical pro-
tection and accuracy of records. Inventory records and reports will
be reconciled promptly on the basis of physical inventories.
3
Change Number Three to the Department of Defense Directive 4l4o.l
1 U. S. Navy Department, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Manual ,
Vol II, par 21050 (l)a.
2 U. S. Department of Defense Directive Number 4l^0.1 of
Oct 12, 1956, Sec IV A.
3 Ibid. , Sec IV 3.

2under date of May 10, 1957* stated that Section IV. A. should be revised
to read:
Each military service shall maintain records for each item of supply
in such a manner that its inventory composition can he ascertained
on a quantative and monetary basis with respect to condition and
purpose for which held . » .
In making this change, the Assistant Secretary of Defense allowed
more leeway in the manner in which records could be kept, and only requir-
ed that each military service keep such records as would enable it to
determine its inventory position at any given time.
Delegation of Authority by the Secretary of the Navy
In furtherance of implementing his policy of inventory control,
the Assistant Secretary of the Navy delegated authority to the Chief of
Naval Material for the formulation, promulgation, and administration of
policies and methods for the inventory control of material. Additional-
ly, the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts was delegated
authority by the Chief of Naval Material for providing the methods and
procedures for the taking of physical inventories. This delegation of
authority by the Chief of Naval Material to the Chief of the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts stipulates that:
The methods and procedures, including frequency, for accomplishing
physical inventories shall be as authorized and directed by the Chief,
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts . . . *
Basic Navy Policy
Navy policy for the taking of physical inventory is basically that
policy prescribed by the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Supply and
- U. S. Secretary of Navy Instruction W0.3A, 2k October 1956,
from Secretary of Navy to Chief, Navy Material.
2 U. S. Navy Department, Navy Policy and Standards for Inventory
Management
,
(NAVEXOS P-1500) j par b-*.

3Logistics. The Chief of Baval Material essentially states that the taking
of physical inventory shall he done annually, or less frequently when
certain conditions are met. Thus, Department of Defenses i^licy, as ampli-
fled hy the Chief of Saval Material, is essentially that now stated hy
Savy Directors.
Areas of Disagreement on Policy Interpretation
Since the Chief of Eaval Material further delegated the authority
for the methods, procedures, and frequency of physical inventory to the
Chief , Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, the policy as set forth by the
latter is not at variance with that established by those in higher author-
ity. There are, however, indications of sharp disagreement on the inter-
pretation of required frequency of physical inventory. The Chief of
Naval Material has interpreted th* ^vol^ey of the Departrsent of Defense
in such a manner as to require that $£3k items in Navy inventory be
physically counted once each year. The disagreement apparently stems
from the fact that the interpretation of the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts of the Department of Defense policy allows segments of Navy inven-
tory to be inventoried annually, sewi-annually, quarterly, biennially,
and triennially. The disagreement arises in those cases where items are
inventoried on a biennial and triennial basis.
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts Position
The physical inventory policy, as established by the Chief, Bureau
of Supplies and Accounts for material over which he has inventory policy
control, is as follows:
a) A complete inventory shall be made of all ifma carried in a
stores account at least once every three years. This is to be
considered the minimum policy of physical inventory and selected

Items will be Inventoried more frequently.! It is this emphasis
on physical inventory of all items at least every three years
vith other items "being inventoried more frequently that has caused
the sharp disagreement between the Office of the Chief of Naval
Material and the Bureau of Supplies and Account... The Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts feels that the Department of Defense policy
is being carried out, but that emphasis should be placed on
inventorying those items which have specific characteristics re-
quiring a more frequent inventory, while the Office of the Chief
of Naval Material feels that all items should be inventoried
annuaJJLy with exceptions to this rule being made ,2
b) In establishing a triennial inventory schedule each activity shall
divide its inventory into segments so that one third shall be
inventoried each year. 3
c) To segregate those items requiring inventory annually, essential-
ly- those items not covered by the regular cyclical inventory
(triennial) are to be inventoried once each calendar year. Items
selected for ftmn^-1 inventory will include all items of high cost
(with particular consideration being given to those items having
a unit cost of $1000 or more), pilferable items, items with a
limited shelf life, serially numbered items, e.g., small arms
(however, all serially numbered items are not to be included in
this category), items carried in shop stores and that particular
type ol organisation, other items selected by inventory managers
which require an annual inventory because of special conditions,
and it'ji-s considered cf special importance by either the command-
ing officer or the s*wppiy officer which are required in the
carrying out of assigned support miFSionsJ*
d) Those items required to be inventoried more frequently than
annually are ships store stock (semiannually), fuel (quarterly),
clothing and small stores (quarterly), bulk petroleum (quarterly),
and high priority items designated as such by inventory managers
(quarterly). 5
Items may be inventoried at times other than that specified in the
regular inventory pattern to insure the accuracy of stock on hand
1 U. S. Navy Department, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts Manual ,
Vol II, par 2456l(l)a.
2 Interview with LCDR P.P. Wagner, SC, USB, Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts.
3 U. S. Navy Department, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts Manual ,
Vol II, par 2hy6l(l )b.
'
** Jkia.> par 2^561(2).
5 Ibid., par 24561(5).

5and of stock record card balances. 1
Policy DsterQlnatioa on Frequency of Inventory
It is interesting to note bare that a fortheoming change to the
directive which delegates authority to the Chief, Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts will take away the authority he now has vith respect to the
frequency of requiring a physical inventory of items of material now in
J&wai activities* IThis forthcoming change, as yet unpublished, will state:
The aethods and procedures for physical inventory will he as directed
by the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts . * **
A coaparison of this change with the earlier authority for designating
the frequency of physical inventory indicates that complete authority for
now rest with the Office of the Chief of Saval Material, Since the area
of disagreeiaeat seemed to rest only in those areas of "biennial and tri-
ennial inventory of items, cos way reasonably conclude that the costs of
physical inventory will rise within the Department of the Bevy should the
Office of the Chief of Saval Material direct that all iteas he inventoried
at least once annually.
If all iteme are to he inventoried at least once annually, and
with the methods and procedures to he specified by the Chief of the
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, a method which will give a reasonably
good estiaate of the quantity of material on hand at any given time must
be found If the cost of performing physical inventory is to reasin at its
present level*
1 U* S* navy Departaaat, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Manual ,
Vol H, par 2^1(3).
2 Unpublished change to the 0* S* Savy Departaent Publication,
aavy Poliey and Standards for Inventory Maaaaeaeat (SAVEXOS F-1500) > par

6Prior to 1956 the Navy policy was to inventory all items annually.^-
In practice this policy was unattainable as conditions at various activities
of the Navy were so varied that most were unable to comply with this require-
ment. From the annual inventory, the Wavy went to the modified triennial
basis, with varying degrees in "between, as discussed above. Supposedly
the change back to the annual inventory is an attempt to assure that all
records will be more precise in that stock reeord cards will more accurate-
ly reflect actual on hand balances. Thus, financial data produced as a
result of these records will more accurately represent the total values
of the Navy's inventory. While this is a worthy and quite understandable
goal to reach, the reliability of an annual physical inventory and the data
obtained as a result of those inventories must be questioned. The simple
fact is that transactions other than physical inventory have a more
devastating affect upon the accuracy of records than does the mere count-
ing of items on hand once each year. Some of these are the volumes of
stock number changes (since about 1955 each stock number in the Navy
Supply System has been changed at least once due to the inauguration of
the Federal Item Identification Number in place of the Standard Navy Stock
Number) ; lack of proper changing of stock numbers on material in store
(some of +he materials in store have incorrect stock numbers on containers);
lack of standardization of size of packages (requiring storage in areas
other than the same location for identical material ), and many other
factors which bear on the problem.
1 Bernard Badack, "Physical Inventory at Havy Supply Activities",








PROBLEMS OF PHYSICAL INVENTORY
There are two "basic plans for the taking of physical inventory in
use at Naval activities today. These are the area method and the locator
method. ^
Area Method
The area method of inventory essentially is the counting of all
material stored within specific areas as designated by a floor plan of a
warehouse or storage area. In the taking of inventory by the area method,
specific knowledge of what items by stock number are contained within the
area is not required. Normally, inventory is taken utilizing the area
method when the area will contain the same class of material that is being
counted as a part of the triennial inventory, since activities should be
storing the same class of material within the same area. Thus, when
taking inventory of a specific class of material, the general plan for
initial storing of material upon receipt is helpful in determining which
areas should be inventoried so that the entire class of material is count-
ed. Since the plan for initial storing of material is a general one, it
does not preclude having material stored in areas other than the area
specified as the prime area for storage of this particular class. Hence,
difficulty is immediately encountered since the material could conceivably
*• U. S. Navy Department, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Manual ,
Vol II, par 24563 (l)a.

be in many other areas. As a matter of policy, however, material is not
stored in more than two locations, when at all practicable.
Locator Method
The locator method of inventory is the counting of all of a partie-
ular stock number and does require kaovledge of exactly where this partic-
ular stock number is located within the confines of the Haval activity.
In this instance records (locator cards) are kept upon which are written
the various locations of this particular item of stock. Since we pre-
sumably know the location of this item of stock, all that is required for
Inventory of this item is to find the location, then count the material
bearing the same stock number at the locations indicated by the locator
card.
3rror Sources
She two basic types of physical inventory are theoretically sound,
provided errors do not creep into the system. When operating with people,
errors inevitably occur, so the only alternative is to devise a method
which will minimise the errors. To further complicate the error rate,
stock number changes are being; made at an astounding rate, which require
an enormous amount of time to process. Additionally, if %$&&&*& is
scheduled to be stored at a specific place in accordance with the storage
plan, but space is not available, the warehouseman places it in the
available space. He then marks the locator card to show where the material
has been placed. Srrors creep in here, for in scans cases the locator cards
have been marked according to what the plan says, and not according to
*?nat space is available. By falling to place the correct location of the
material on the card, the material is in effect "lost ', since no one
remembers that it was placed in a location different than the one originality

Specified. i& this point ve (then) have three distinct errors in our sys»
tern: (1) The material actually on cand but appearing on no records, and
thus act available for issue until discovered sod tine location recorded.
(a) The second occurs wher, the locator card shows the material as being
in vm location when it Is in fact is another. (3) Tb& stock record
card indicates that the material is available for issue when ia fact it
Is net available because there is ac knowledge of its location, (h) When
material has been ccsfcsieteJ^' issued but still scions as being on hand.
Storage Msthods
While seas effort has been made at one time to store all material
on a strict stock number sequence within a given storage area, this plan
proven to be too expensive to use due to the high volume of stock
ehanges# A concept which is now earning more into use today is tba
storage in oa& area of items aaviag the highest volume of issue. This
method is called "popuXarlty" storage , and provides that material be
stored in readily accessible areas to speed issues* -She principle here
is that His&esri&l not having saich a fast issue history is placed into areas
not as accessible^ this then requires less effort on the part of the ware*
houseman to administer. The advantages of using the popularity storage
method arc obvious, sad the expense of initially re-warehousing material
to fit into this concept M? be recovered at a later date through savings
in requiring less manpower to issue, receive, and inventory material.
While the popularity storage method has definite and specific
advantages, no additional funds have been made available to the Command-
ing Officers of the various activities to enable a re-warehousing of
material according to the popularity plan. Se&ay, most of the material
stored in fitevy warehouses is ia accordance with the "space available" plan.
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and not with the better popularity storage plan.
Lack of Management Attention
A problem of significant proportions is that of lack of top manage-
ment attention to the physical inventory problems. It is clearly apparent
that in order for an activity to be able to fill material requisitions,
the material must be on hand in the quantities requested, and it must be
available for issue. If the material is physically located within the
confines of the activity but is "lost" due to inaccurate records, the
requisition cannot be filled, and valuable time and money is lost to the
Navy. In this regard:
Usually physical inventory has been considered an expendable function,
to be accomplished as time, personnel ceilings and other workload per-
mitted, rather than as a vital task of inventory management. One re-
sult of this attitude has been the total elimination of the inventory,
or the assignment of resources insufficient to do a satisfactory job,
98* inventories are an end product of this short-sighted approach.
Even when inventories have been conducted in accordance with current
regulations, there is evidence that accurate information on stock
assets in the stock balance and locator files is not always achieved
as an end product. The lack of management interest is reflected not
only in the occasional failure to conduct complete inventories or the
failure to detect inventory accuracy, but also in the limited scope
normally assigned to inventory in the overall management improvement
program. *-
Frequency of Inventory
Assuming that the current methods of taking inventory will hold
for a given period in the future, it is nevertheless inevitable in the era
of the shrinking budget that dollars to perform any given function at a
Wavy Supply Activity will decrease. Coupled with the shrinking budget is
the lack of top management attention currently being given to the problems
1 Bernard Radack, "Physical Inventory at Havy Supply Activities",





of physical inventory. The ever increasing cognizance transfers and stock
number changes are two of the elements which will seriously affect the
ability of a given command to carry out the inventory portion of its re-
sponsibility since, as these items increase or hold constant, the volume
of effort required to keep these changes current will increase or remain
constant. Assuming, therefore, *-»hat the budget for a particular activity
will decrease, and that it is imperative that the two items above be re-
quired to be performed, there remains a management decision as to where
the effort of the command will be cut. Since top management has already
shown a marked lack of interest in the problems of physical inventory, it
is quite probable that the area of physical inventory will be the first
area which will suffer a reduction in personnel, or at least b. reduction
in effort. Should this be the case, then the frequency of inventory
becomes most important. As pointed out in Chapter I, apparently a decision
has been made to remove from the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts the authority of determining the frequency with which inventories
shall be taken. With this removal of authority and with the probable
assumption that inventories will be required to be taken on an annual bt.sis,
the method of taking the inventory becomes one of prime importance.
Duration of Inventory
Currently the physical inventory at Navy supply activities is con-
tinual, and is spread out over the various components of time, i.e.,
quarterly, semi-annually, biennially, and triennially. While the inventory
is continual, those items inventoried on a triennial basis normally have
the greatest error rate due to numerous stock number changes, remarking of
the item to reflect those changes, etc., which tend to introduce greater
opportunities for error. To reduce errors, one school of thought is to
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inventory all items within a given warehouse on a "wall-to-wall" basis.
While this method is sound, it generally requires that issues from a given
warehouse cease during the period that the inventory is in process. The
practice of ceasing issues has been discouraged, since the support elements
of the Navy have been teverly critized at times for "non-support" of the
active fleet units. One method of taking a wall-to-wall inventory which
has been tried and has been successful was done by counting items during
normally closed times and on weekends. This has had the advantage of
speeding the count of items within the given warehouse, and also has tend-
1
ed to minimize disruptions to warehouse operations as well. While taking
a physical inventory on a wall-to-wall basis is a sound procedure, it
none-the-less contains the dangers of erroneous count. Current procedures
now call for a recount of those items which do not match with the records,
either stock balance cards or locator cards.
Purpose of Physical Inventory
The most popular conception of the purpose of a physical inventory
is to verify the stock records with the actual on hand quantity of the
various stock items. However, the real purpose is:
1. to verify balances of stock on hand and stock record balances of
inventories,
2. to determine the differences between actual physical count and
stock record card balances,
3. to ascertain the causes of these differences;
4. to provide data for planning against recurrence of these differ-
ences
,
5. to prepare a correct money value trial balance of each stock class
which will be used to adjust the current financial inventory
J3ernard Badack, "Physical Inventory at Navy Supply Activities",





Contrasting the third item above -with the following statement con-
cerning an investigation of differences obtained as a result of a physical
inventory we see that:
Each discrepancy involving an adjustment of $1,000 or more wiH be
investigated. It is not economically feasible to second count and
investigate every discrepancy under $1,000. Therefore, the commanding
officer will issue written instructions by which the inventory division
may determine when second counts of items are necessary, and prescribe
when investigation is required when a second count does not resolve
the discrepancy.
2
It is apparent that a great deal of leeway is given to the commanding
officer of an activity in establishing criteria iio determine when discrep-
ancies will be investigated.
hj. S., Navy Department, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Manual
,







SAMPLERS TECHHIQQBS APPLICABLE 70
PHYSICAL IHV138BJOKIES
While there are aany sampling asthods which can be utilized in the
taking of physical inventory, the method selected must be able to reveal
the various errors that exist in the system, and test these errors against
the initial hypothesis about which the method was developed*
Attributes versus Variables
An attribute nay be described as either right or wrong, go or
"no-go", hot or not hot, and so on. A variable any be described as Measur-
ing how right or how wrong a count of apples say be, or measuring how wrong
the initial laeasurement of the length of a stick any be. In using
variables, actual measured values are wed>, while in attributes the obser-
vation is either right or wrong. For exeaple if we desired to know
whether or not a particular aissile could be fired, we sight be able to
arrange a aster which could give a reading of whether or not the missile
would fire. If, for example, the aeter reading was 5 or above, and the
aissile would fire at this point, we could then describe a reading of 5
or above as an attribute of "go"; i.e., the aissile fires, a reading of
k or below as "no-go", i.e., the aissile will not fire. If this meter was
so contrived so that each higher reading would give an indication of how
reliable the aissile would be after launch,,ng—reliability in this case
indicating a hit on a target—we would then determine Just how often we




Here we are measuring the reliability so ve are now using a variable. We
could then establish a decision point as to just when we would fire the
missile or when we would repair the defective parts of the missile if the
meter reading were not at or above the decision point. If after repeated
test launchings we know that the missile will hit the target 9 out of 10
times with a reading of 10, and we ilso desire to shoot only when this
probability of success is present, then we can adjust the decision point
of "go" to a meter reading of 10. We have in effect narrowed our accept-
ability of what error risk we are willing to accept of hits and no hits.
While adjusting our error or no hits downwards by increasing the meter
reading up, we have at the same time increased the maintenance costs for
each missile since it must be maintained at peak efficiency at all times.
With a lower probability of success, say a meter reading of 8, if we de-
crease our maintenance costs by X dollars and attain a probability of hit
of 0.7 ) we may decide that the lower maintenance cost is worth the lower
hit probability because we may then devote our saved dollars to increased
research on newer and better missiles.
Errors Present in Current Havy Stocks of Material
Chapter II describes several of the errors inherent in inventories
of material stored at various Navy supply activities. These errors will
be described at Category I, II, III, and IV errors as follows:
Category I Error: Material which is in store in a warehouse but
which is not recorded on any records.
Category II Error: Material in store which is shown on stock
records but not shown on locator cards.
Category III Error: Material in store shown on. ocator cards but
not shown on stock records.
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Category IV Error: Material which is in store but which differs
in actual amount from that shown on the stock balance records, (in this
instance we do not specify whether or not the iteia is over or under the
amount shown on the stock record balance cards, since in using the attri-
bute method of sampling, we only wish to find out whether or not the
physical count of the material agrees with the amount recorded on the
stock record balance cards.
)
Simple Random Sample
In a simple random sample, all of the items of stock on hand at a
particular activity may be listed, and then a certain number of these items
may be selected for inventory. Randomness of the sample is attained when
each of the items in the sample has the same chance of being selected for
inventory as any other item. If any item does not have the same chance
of being selected, then the sample is not a random sample. A random sample
may be selected through the use of a table of random numbers.
Cluster Sample
If we desired to inventory a given warehouse to test the validity
of the locator cards for that warehouse, we could randomly choose various
locations within the warehouse, and then inventory 10 stock items within
a given number of feet from that particular location. Here we have added
a known number of items clustered around the originally chosen item. This,
then, is a cluster sample.
Systematic Sample
Suppose we obtained a list of all stock items held by a particular
storage point, then divided this number (10,000) by J6C to obtain a sample
of 500 from the population. We would next take the sampling interval, in
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this ease 20, and select randomly a number from 01 to 20. If this number
turned out to be 3 we would select item number 23, h'3 f 63, and so on for
a total of 500 items to "be inventoried.
Area Sample
Let us assume that we wish to inventory a warehouse, and desire to
inventory it by areas. We could divide the warehouse into equal areas,
and then select the areas to be inventoried by using a table of random
numbers. In doing this we have given each area to be inventoried the same
probability of being selected for the inventory. However, if there are
unequal numbers of Items within each area, then each item does not have
the same probability of being selected for inventory. Accordingly, the
simple formulas for computing sample statistics cannot be used. Corrections
must be made for such unequal probabilities. These corrections can be made
provided the probability is other than zero.
Stratified Sample
When some prior knowledge about the population is available, we can
increase the efficiency of the sample design through stratified sampling.
In this instance we must know something about the characteristics of the
items under study. We may wish to inventory those items which have a dollar
volume of issue from $500 to $1,000 and whose unit price is from $ .10 to
$ .20. We can thus divide the items to be inventoried into strata based
on these requirements. A stratified random sample then becomes one of
randomly selecting from each stratum a sample to be inventoried.
Randomness versus Expert Selection
There are many day to day problems which would ue too expensive
to solve were simple random sampling methods used. In these instances the
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opinion or judgement of an expert is relied upon. However:
When we select data solely by judgement, expert or otherwise, we rely
on a man; when we rely on random sampling, we rely on a method. The
purpose of collecting facts is to give them full opportunity to support
or contradict judgement, thereby adding to the knowledge available.!
In many cases there are times when random sampling is inappropriate and non-
random sampling may be appropriate. Some of these are:
(1) Random selection of samples is often more costly than nonrandom
selection
(2) There may be occasions when only very few items can be included
in a sample
(3) Again, the argument that particular nonrandom methods of sampling
have led to valid results in a certain kind of problem in the past
always deserves serious consideration—though sooner or later such
methods usually produce fiascos . . .
(k) Another situation ... is where only certain data are accessible
. . • Finally, random sampling may be inappropriate where the
object is to locate specific individuals^
Multiple Sampling
Essentially, multiple sampling is the selection in a random manner
of items to be inventoried. If the total number of errors found in the
first sample does not exceed the proportion of defectives established by
an hypothesis, then the sample is accepted. If the errors exceed the pro-
portion established as acceptable, an additional sample is inventoried and
the error proportion is computed for the larger sample, adding samples each
time until acceptance is reached or until it is clearly apparent that it is
unlikely that the samples could have been drawn from the population from
which the initial hypothesis was made.
3
Sfiarry V. Roberts and ¥. Allen Wallis, Statistics A Hew Approach,
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1956), p 117*
2Ibid
. , pp 118-119.
^Churchill Eisenhart, Willard W. Hastay, W. Allen Wallis, Selected
Techniques of Statistical Analysis
,
(New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, IncJ,
W7), p 237, cf.
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Equal Probability of Selection
In using probability samples for estimating the correctness of the
inventories as shown on currently maintained records, it is essential that
each item have an equal probability of being selected as a part of the
inventory sample.
If, because of operational or administrative difficulties or inconven-
ience, several areas are excluded, then the areas chosen do not repre-
sent all areas or items since we have arbitrarily excluded specified
areas from the sample selections.
1
While there are many other sampling techniques, the design of a
technique to be used in physical inventory at Havy supply activities should
be simple, yet yield the maximum precision that is required at the minimum
cost, or at a fixed cost will yield estimates of the characteristics desired
with the maximum precision possible.
Dr Harold P. Bright, in a lecture before the Navy Graduate Comp-
trollership Course, The George Washington University, Spring i960.

CHAPTER IV
SAMPLING METHOD AT A HYPOTHETICAL
NAVY WAREHOUSE
A typical standard Navy warehouse is six hundred feet long and tvo
hundred feet wide. While this size warehouse is considered "standard",
there are innumerable warehouses in use at Navy supply activities today
which vary widely from this established pattern. In the hypothetical ware-
house we shall assume that the warehouse is a standard warehouse of the
above described dimensions. For ease in describing a sampling plan and
in the computations leading to the results of the plan, aisle spaces were
designed so that each area outlined by the aisles contained an equal number
of storage spaces. This plan also assumes that the errors of Categories
I, II, III, and IV are present in the warehouse, and that the Commanding
Officer has budgeted for a complete inventory of the warehouse on a
wall-to-wall basis. These initial premises, however, have been changed
to include reality, in that the budgeted figure has been reduced so that
the Commanding Officer must now make a decision as to which of the areas
of the warehouse he will inventory, since he now does not have the money
with which to inventory all of the areas within the warehouse.
Random Error Assignment
In initially establishing an error figure for each of the categories,




have four pages (10,000 random digits in total) the coin will determine
which of these four pages we should turn to, as two heads indicates the
first page, two tails the second, a head and a tail the third, and a tail
and a head the fourth. Wext, a determination as to direction was chosen "by-
flipping a coin in a similar manner, and in this case, the decision was to
read from top to bottom. To determine which number would be the first, a
pencil was placed blindly on the page. The last three numbers were then
used to determine the errors to assign to each category. After a deter-
mination of errors, the placement of errors in the warehouse was also done
on a random basis. In this case, however, the individual storage locations
were assigned a row and column number, and the last four digits corres-
ponding to that row and column determined the error location. Where the
same row and column number occurred for the same category of error, this
particular location was not recorded again, since in using the attribute
method only one error of the same category could be obtained in the same
location. It is interesting to note that in the entire random process of
assigning errors to locations in the warehouse, no multiple error assign-
ment occurred where such was possible. In this regard, only errors of
category II and IV could occur simultaneously, as the errors in other cate-
gories "by definition make them mutually exclusive.
Description of Sampling Process
In describing a sampling process, an expert opinion of the accuracy
of the records on hand may suffice as to the population figure of correct
proportions. If the errors in an inventory are estimated at 10$, then the
iiarry V. Roberts and W. Allen Wallis, Statistics A Hew Approach ,
(Glencoe, Illinois, The Free Press, 195&), PP 632-635.
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"balance of the records are 90$ correct.
Next, the problem is one of determining how the sample is to be
selected. To use simple formulas, each item in the population must have
an equal chance of being selected. In this example, a warehouse with 1280
storage locations is used. Initially the warehouse was divided according
to location of the aisles without regard to the number of storage locations
within each area. The probability of selection of each location under
these conditions may be calculated, but the computations are simplier if
the warehouse is divided so as to give each location an equal probability
of selection. Accordingly, a plan was drawn so that each area contained
the same number of locations. Through the assignment of errors in a random
manner, bias is eliminated in that the assignment of errors to one partic-
ular area of the warehouse in a conscious or subconscious manner is
eliminated.
Initially, we must assume that we have no particular knowledge of
just what the errors are in each category. We only know that errors of
each type do exist, and are concerned about them. Let us further assume
that we have only a specified amount of money to spend on the physical
inventory. The problem then resolves itself into, "What method can the
inventory manager use to get the best picture of what his inventory consists
of, and what errors are present in what amount?" A complete physical in-
ventory, while giving a total picture of the material on hand, is in itself
fraught with the dangers of unrecognized errors—errors in count, location,
and so on. While proponents of a complete physical inventory extol its
virtues, they seldom, if ever, bring up the point of the self contained
errors in such inventories. Statistical methods of inventory will not give
an absolute picture of the inventory on hand, but it can give a balid
"handle" on how right the inventory may be, and how often the inventory
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measure "by statistleal methods say be wrong. It cannot guarantee that the
Inventory will be right, but it cam state hew wrong it may be.
The areas in the warehouse were then numbered from one to thirty
two. Since each location has the same probability of being selected for
inventory, random areas may be selected for inventory instead of random
locations.
Sample Size
If we desire to establish a criterion of being right in our esti-
mates 95$ of the time, and wrong 5$ of the time, we know that within about
two standard deviations of the mean we will cover 95$ of the area under the
curve. Since the area outside of the curve is .05, for a two tail test
2 a- « .05
V ;-
.025
To find the sample size, n, under the above stated conditions
assuming that the proportion of error in our population is 0*5
fhPa P * $ correct, recordsq • l«p
a * sample size
<T * standard deviation
.025 y (-3H-5)
n <* 2*00
!2hus under the worst possible sampling conditions (p and q. are
equal to 0.5. which gives the greatest variability in sampling) we can
obtain, from a sample of only *K>0, a 95$ chance of being correct in our
estimate of the population parameters. By increasing the sample size, we
increase the reliability of the estimates of the population.
In our example, we can inventory, say, only 1,000 locations. Yet
by sampling only 2*00 of the l,2o0 locations, we can obtain an estimate of




flere it mutt be noted that the formula
could be used orut
since the difference between n and a -1 becomes important la its
influence on values only *ften n is about 30 or less the vast
majority of . . . sampling decisions can be made safely by using n
directly* When attempting to estimate p* the population value from
a single small sample, however, there is a v®xy little precision
possible anyhow, and,use of n *1 will increase , making the estimate
even more imprecise;
Additionally, the finite population factor should be considered
whon the sample contains more than twenty percent of the population. Bow*
ever,
Xne ordinary statistical practice is to ignore the finite population
factor unless the sample contains more than 80 percent (some say ten
percent) of the total population ... m some instances when sampling
from small populations, the sample sise will be aora than twenty percent
of the peculation. 2hen it is important to talis the correction into
aceout'.
She finite population factor and its affect on the standard erro*
of the mean Is given
S »n
-1 "V a
where & is the total population, n is the sample size and mm is the
standard error of the mean* Sfef the purposes of the example, the affect
of its use on the results have been ignored.
Since we know that a saapie of oniy **C0 will &ive us a 95$ chance
of being right, it ia possible aaA also wry econonic ^sise samples of
"^bort 2, ScUnnd and Wallace J. Bicsaardson, Work Beagling ,
iork: JteQraw-mii Bck& Company, inc., ly>7) P 95*
n&acr? V. Boberts and V. I Wallis. gtatistj.es: A .lev Approach ,
(Olencoc, Illinois, 3&e Free Press , 19^6), p 371.
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less than ^00 to ascertain our saii$pi© errors and to compute fron the sample
our estiaates of the population. Therefore, of the expert opinion la that
90$ of our records are correct, v© aay compute the sample size from the
formula
tr JTEE
However, this is done for us in Table I (page 35 )• Catering the Table ve
find that for p equal to 0*9, the sample else should be Xkh for confidence
Units of 95$ - «0>. Xn other words, the records in our sample may fall
within the 05 to 95$ range of correctness and ve will be rigfcfc 95$ of the
tins*
Selection of Areas to be Inventoried
The areas selected to be inventoried sere nesct chosen in a random
Banner, they vers areas 20, 05* 19? aad 24 (See Illustration I, page 3(o ).
Since the table indicated that the sample else mist be at least Ikk, and
since each area contains ho locations, we need at least ±hk or more lo-
cations* However, if we take only three areas, and then select an add*
itional 24 locations ve have changed our equal probability of selection, so
tie go to the next highest masher—in this case uSo locations. Sy increasing
the sample sise what we have done is to increase the precision of our
estinate of the population.
Beat the results of each, area sere tabulated.
mm Locations Srrors Ho iSrrorsM (*) to
20 he k 3§
05 ko k 36
1$ ko i ag




9 • proportion of correct records
Since our initial hypothesis was that if the saaple proportion fell
within the range of 85-952 correct records, we would assume that the staple
is representative of the population, we now accept the results of the
sample end our initial hypothesis that our population contains 90$ correct
records since p « .93?.
However, let us consider that the areas chosen at random were as
Area Locations Jterors Is Errors
2 J*© 7 33U ito T 33
13 *K) 9 3i
IT ^ 9 31
ii .« I.
p then becomes 0*6o
in this ease (which was deliberately- selected to show the worst
possible sas$le under the conditions obtaining) we find that the range
falls outside of the acceptable Halts. Therefore, we would reject the
initial hypothesis that the sssfde could 3ost Uteely have been drawn from
a population whose true error content vm 10$. Bis sample was actually
drawn from a population whose true error content was UuC*. Unil* the
true p is .663, "&* actually reacted the saople since it was unlikely
Multiple Samples
Xn this instance we could increase the staple slse from loo to
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200 , and see if the results of this additional sample would fall within the
acceptable limits. Assume that area 10 were chosen. In this case, we add
k errors so that p now becomes 0.625* Here we also reject the larger
sample. We would then add samples up to a total of *KX) until we reached an
acceptemce level or until the results of the proportion of the population
would lead us to assume that our original estimate of p being o„9 was in-
correct.
Let us assume that we add sample areas until acceptance is reached.
Since the initial sample of l6o in the above case gave us a p of 0.8 it
would be unlikely that the addition of another ko locations with no errors
would materially change this figure. However, for the purposes of illus-
trating the principle of multiple sampling , we now add areas 12 and 19 in
succession* By adding area 12 we add on 3 errors, and p becomes 0.6^1.
We observe that p is gradually moving closer to our original estimate of
p, and as we increase the sample size, the limits about our estimate of the
true population figure become wtllftr or, in other words, we get a better
estimate of p as n increases. With the addition of area 19 we add 1 error
so that p now becomes O#o6o and we accept the initial hypothesis that our
true population error is 10$. In the example, we have, with a saa^le size
of only 230, reached an acceptance level which will give us a 95$ chance
of being right (and a 5$ chance of being wrong even when the sasg?le sta-
tistics indicate it should be accepted). If the initial budgeted figure
was cut to, say $2,000, and it costs $2 to inventory one storage location,
then our total cost would be $560 • We then have $1,Mk) with which to
perform other functions.
Limitations of Method
This method win give only an indication of the total correctness of
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the inventory records on band plus an estimate of the number of items not
recorded on any records. To ascertain the correctness or validity of
stock records balance cards in situations where the locations within a
warehouse cannot be assigned an equal probability of selection, a sample
of stock record balance cards can be selected (on a stratified basis if it
is deemed desirable) randomly and all items selected can be inventoried
completely regardless of physical location. Similar procedures can be
applied to sampling locator cards for estimates of their validity.
A procedure such as this is not designed to estimate or to vtrify
any dollar figures of inventory value. Results obtained from sampling
procedures can only indicate the rate of error. It cannot be used to
ascertain the degree of error nor whether the error overstates the data. 1
In other words, if an error of 3 from a sample size of l6o is discovered,
you may not conclude that this will either under or over state an inventory,
nor can you estimate the percentage of under or overstatement. You can,
however, reach a conclusion as to the overall error rate.
Benefits to be derived from Sampling
As pointed out above, sampling can be utilized to advantage when
the total budgeted figure for inventory is less than that required to con-
duct a wall-to-wall physical inventory. Additionally, with sampling
methods inventory managers can pinpoint storage areas where the error rate
is low, thus requiring less management attention for those areas. The
warehouse plan in the appendix shows very vividly areas within a warehouse
where errors occur, and where management may devote some attention to
1U. S., Department of The Air Force, "Project Count", Directorate
of Supply, Headquarters, Air Material Command, Wright Patterson Air Force




If after conducting an inventory by sampling and the error rate is
too high to he acceptable, the inventory manager can utilize this data to
request additional funds vith vhic-h to (l) correct the conditions or,




The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts has recognized that problems in
conducting physical inventories do exist today and have the following pro-
grams in effect:
(1) Research studies to analyze physical inventory and related pro-
cedures conducted "by BUSAUDA Systems Research Division.
(2) Recommendations are now being evaluated to develop improvement
actions, e.g., sampling techniques
(3) Current Air Force "Fence To Fence" inventory project is being
field evaluated by Havy activities
(h) A continuing program directed at simplifying and standardizing
receipt and issue procedures to reduce error commission. •*-
The use of sampling can be a valuable addition to the management
tools available for use today. However, it must be recognized that in order
to apply sampling methods and procedures, scientific application of these
principles is essential. To do otherwise only leads to mistrust of sample
results obtained through improper sampling.
Along with the sampling of physical inventory, the inventory man-
ager can use the by-products of errors by location or by area to pinpoint
methods or procedures which require correction. It cannot be over-
emphasized that the use of sampling methods when properly applied will lead
^These were obtained from "The Navy's Selective Physical Inventory
Operation" which was a presentation for Mr. Milne, VADM Clexton,
RADAM Boundy, RADM Crumpacker, et . al . on 2 March i960 and whieh was pre-
pared by the Inventory Control Division, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,




to better management through a more judicious use of the budget dollar
available to the Havy.

APPENDIX I
This Appendix will be devoted to the use of Table I, (page 35) and
to the data relating to the problem stated in the body of the paper.
Use of Table I
Table I was prepared to enable the user to predetermine the sample
size necessary in order to achieve a given degree of precision in the
estimate of a proportion p. It may be used to determine just how large a
sample is required to achieve an error no larger than t 5$ around a single
estimated value of p. This table can also be used to determine the number
of observations per sample which should be made to obtain a given error
around a p value. By interpolation, where necessary, it assists in approx-
imating a precision present in any p value obtained from a sample falling
between maximum and minimum values falling on the same line of Table I.
Table I is based upon the 95$ confidence limits.
The following are specific examples of its use: 1
(l) If an approximation is made of the true value of p, say, 0*15; what
total sample must be taken in order to obtain a reliability of 95$
that the true value of p lies within 1$ of 15$, i.e., from lk$ to
l6$? Entering the table for p 0*15, for a 95$ confidence limit of
0.01, we find that n equals 5,100. This means that at least 5,100
observations must be made to ensure a p of from 14$ to i6$. It
is interesting to note here that if less precision is required,
the number of observations decreased markedly. For example, if
the precision is only 1 .03, then the limits are from 12$ to 18$
HRobert E. Heiland and Walter J. Richardson, Work Sampling
,




and n then becomes 568* The economic advantages of this are
obvious.
(2) If yon have made l8o observations, what precision could be expected
from this sample? Obviously, the answer lies in the proportion p
found in the sample. If the sample p was 0.13> and the confidence
limits were set at M .05; then samples containing a p of from 8$
to l&jo could reasonably be expected to occur by chance alone.
(3) If the sample of inventory shows a p of 0.22 and n equals 850,
what is the range within which the true population lies using
the 95$ confidence limits? Entering the table we find that for
a p of 0.22, n lies between t .02 and 1 .03. By linear inter-
polation (which is not really precise, but accurate enough hare):
0.02 * hj*> -gjo (0.01) - 0.02 + ®J0 (0-01 ) „ 0.0291,720 -765 955
Therefore, the limits are approximately 0.22 - .029 or from
0.191 to 0.2^9, or from 19.1$ to 2^.9$.
Step (2) is very useful in the multiple sampling plan outlined be-
cause as the sample size increases, the confidence interval about the
estimated p will narrow. Thus, if the estimated proportion of correct
records in an inventory were 0.90 and a sample of ^KX) were taken (by in-
creasing the sample size in increments of ^0) and the results of the pro-
portion turned out to be 0.79 > one may reasonably conclude that the sample
most likely was drawn from a population whose true p was 0.79 £ approx-
imately 0.0^.
Aaother table useful when confidence intervals other than 95$ are
desired is contained on pages 102 through 107 of Techniques of Statistical
Analysis . It contains four values of the confidence coefficient—0.75 »
0.90, 0.95, and 0.99—five values of p—0.75, 0.90, 0.99, and 0.999;
and 194 values of n: from 2 to 102 by steps of 1, from 102 to 180 by steps
of2, from 180 to 300 by steps of 5, from 300 to ^00 by steps of 10, from
400 to 750 by steps of 25, from 750 to 1,000 by steps of 50, and infinity.
Plot of Errors in Typical Warehouse
The plot of errors of the four categories as shown on the accom-
panying graph vividly illustrates areas where top management could devote
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additional effort. While detailed plotting may not be feasible, it defin-
itely can be done by plotting errors of the various categories by total
number and by areas to ascertain if there may be a pattern of these errors,
and -whether or not the errors are related to definite procedures or to spe-
cific persons.
While management may be satisfied vith an overall error rate of 10$,
a graphic illustration of the distribution of errors may forcefully bring
home the impact of these errors upon operations.
The plot of errors by color code are:
Category I : Blue - 20 errors
Category II i Brovn -.11 errors
Category III : Black - 54 errors
Category IV : Bed - 56 errors
Total errors - 151
Total locations - 128o
151
Proportion of correct records » yn&Q x 100
- 11.8$




SAMPLE SIZES REQUIRED FOR VARIOUS LIMITS OF ERROR.
95$ CONFIDENCE LIMITS
Sample Size Required for Confidence Limits at 95%
p
±0 01 ±0 02 ±0 03 ±0 04 ±0 05
P
01 396* 100* 44* 25* 16* 99
02 784 196* 88* 49* 32* 98
0.03 1.163 292 130* 73* 47* 97
04 1.535 384 171 96* 62* 96
05 1.900 475 212 119 76* 95
0.06 2.260 565 252 142 92* 94
0.07 2.604 654 290 103 102 93
08 2.945 738 328 184 118 92
09 3.278 820 364 205 131 91
10 3.600 900 400 225 144 90
11 3.918 980 435 245 157 89
12 4,224 1 055 470 264 169 88
13 4.520 1,130 504 282 181 87
14 4.820 1.210 535 302 193 86
15 5.100 1.275 568 318 205 85
16 5,380 1.350 600 337 216 84
17 5,650 1.415 628 353 226 83
18 5.900 1.475 656 369 236 82
19 6,160 1.545 685 385 246 81
20 fl.410 1,605 715 400 256 80
21 6,640 1.660 740 415 266 79
22 6.870 1.720 765 430 275 78
23 7.100 1,780 790 444 284 77
24 7.300 1.830 815 456 292 76
25 7.500 1880 835 470 300 75
26 7.690 1.025 855 481 308 74
27 7.885 1.970 875 493 316 73
28 8.065 2.015 895 504 323 72
29 8.240 2060 915 515 330 71
30 8.400 2.100 935 526 337 70
31 8.555 2.140 950 535 343 69
0.32 8.705 2,175 965 545 349 0.68
33 8.840 2,210 985 553 354 67
0.34 8.975 2 245 1.000 561 360 66
35 9.100 2.275 1,010 569 365 65
3o 9.220 2.305 1,025 576 369 64
37 9.325 2.330 1.035 583 373 63
38 9.425 2,338 1.045 589 377 0.62
39 9.515 2.380 1,055 595 381 61
0.40 9,600 2.400 1.065 600 384 0.60
41 9.675 2,420 1,075 605 387 0.59
42 9,745 2,435 1,085 609 390 58
43 9,805 2,450 1.090 613 392 57
44 9,855 2.405 1.095 616 395 56
45 9,900 2.475 1.100 619 397 55
46 9,935 2.485 1 105 621 398 54
47 9.965 2,490 1.110 623 399 53
48 9.985 2.495 1,110 624 400 52
49 9.995 2.500 1,115 625 400 51
50 10.000 2.500 1,115 625 400 50
• Since, as a rule of thumb, np sin
be increased to meet this criterion.
130 to 167. so that 0.03(167) = 5.
ild equal 5 or more, the numbers followed by * should
For example, for p-0.03, n should be increased from
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